Lr. No.CTR-1557/PCB/ZO/KNL/CFO/2019

Sub:- APPCB – CFO & HWA – M/s. Sri Tirumala Textiles, Sy.No. 215/1B, Vinayagapuram, Satravada, Nagari (M), Chittoor District, Andhra Pradesh. – Not obtained CFE of the Board, not provided ETP and commissioned without obtaining CFO of the Board and complaint against the industry - CFO Application Rejected - Reg.

Date: 05.09.2019

Ref: - 1. Industry’s CFO&HWA application received on 02.07.2019 through OCMMS.
2. Inspection of the industry by PCB Officials on 07.08.2019
4. CFO committee meeting held on 17.08.2019.
5. Mail dt.21.08.2019 sent to Joint Director, SDP for concurrence
6. Mail received from JD, SDP on 05.09.2019

* * * * *

In the reference 1st cited, M/s. Sri Tirumala Textiles, Sy.No. 215/1B, Vinayagapuram, Satravada, Nagari (M), Chittoor District, Andhra Pradesh. has applied for Consent for Operation (CFO) of the Board at APPCB, Regional Office, Tirupati through OCMMS to produce Yarn Dyeing – 1.5 Tons/Day

Vide references 2nd & 3rd cited, the Board officials inspected the industry on 07.08.2019 and submitted the CFO inspection report to ZO, APPCB, Kurnool on 09.08.2019. The issue was placed before the CFO committee meeting held on 17.08.2019. The committee noted from the RO report that:

a. The industry has not obtained CFE of the Board before establishment of the unit.
b. The industry had completed the construction of the industry without providing ETP and commissioned without obtaining CFO of the Board.
c. Sri J.E.Chandrakumar complained against the industry causing damage to their fields located adjacent to the industry and discharging untreated effluents in their fields and surrounding area.

The committee after detailed discussion on the agenda recommended to reject the CFO application for the following reasons:

a. The industry has not obtained CFE of the Board before establishment of the unit.
b. The industry had completed the construction of the industry without providing ETP and commissioned without obtaining CFO of the Board.
c. Sri J.E.Chandrakumar complained against the industry causing damage to their fields located adjacent to the industry and discharging untreated effluents in their fields and surrounding area.
Vide reference 5<sup>th</sup> cited, the proposal for rejection of CFO to M/s. Sri Tirumala Textiles, Sy.No. 215/1B, Vinayagapuram, Satravada, Nagari (M), Chittoor District, Andhra Pradesh was sent to the Commissioner of Industries for concurrence.

Vide reference 6<sup>th</sup> cited the concurrence for rejection of CFO to this industry received from JD, SDP through mail on 05/09/2019.

You are informed that operating the industry without consents of the Board is punishable under section 44 of the water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 and under section 37 of the Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1981.

K Venkateswara Rao  
JOINT CHIEF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER  
ZONAL OFFICE, KURNOOL

To  
M/s. Sri Tirumala Textiles,  
Sy.No. 215/1B, Vinayagapuram,  
Satravada, Nagari (M), Chittoor District,  
Andhra Pradesh

Copy to the Environmental Engineer, Regional Office, Tirupati for information and with a direction to refer the case to Task Force for further course of action.